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Versions since IETF 110

- Updated "Privacy Considerations" and "Security Considerations" sections
- Added Appendix A: "Paradigms to Enforce Access Control on Reverse Search in RDAP"
• On December 2020, the Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs (LIBE) of the EU Parliament published its report on the proposal for a regulation on European Production and Preservation Orders for electronic evidence in criminal matters (e-Evidence).

• The report also instructs the EU Commission to establish “a common European exchange system with secure channels for the handling of authorized cross-border communication, authentication and transmission” of the data access orders and the requested data between the competent authorities and service providers.

• The deadline to comply with foreign data access orders SHOULD be, in emergency cases, 16 hours.

• The report was approved by the EU Parliament, and then trilogue negotiations with the EU Council and the EU Commission started on the final text of the legislation.

• Reverse search (Reverse WHOIS) is used to support cyber investigations
Thanks for the attention!
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